1. Large legislation needed on fields
   a. greater security protection for classified cryptographic info
   b. cryptography the obtaining, intercepting, and utilization
      of international communications & know.
      in connection with proven national security

2. Several attempts to get these types of legislation never
   successful.

3. As present a bill before Congress
   a) S. 575 "Amend bill sponsored by Sen. J. Burke
   b) S. 777 sponsored by Dept. of Army & Dept. of Navy
   c) Proposed a bill, a substitute of S. 685 for Army. 2. bill is
      currently in hands of Senate. A budget is well
      probably be presented soon enacted in form. 2/5/39
      1. Dec 63 info says S. 575 better stay by indefinitely by
         Senate Judiciary Committee

4. S. 575 has 6 sections only Sec 5 is entitled to used funds. Also,
   only subject changes in section 5 all the same subject to
   designated protection I class up
   a. Sec 5: too much verbosity to hard to understand pantry
      in consideration of who is responsible for what.
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6. S. 2677 same as predecessor S. 2660. For S. 2660, see annual
   of protection classified info. Special cryptographic
   cryptanalysis to target them and for special treatments
   S. 2660. Other previous attempts have encountered
   serious opposition, if have resulted such treatmen...

7. Some co. here I will write is Harrying S 2687. In
   fact S 2687 may be treated even more recently
   since it deals solely of "the extremely controversial
   matter I handling under Section 605 of the Communication
   and 1934"

8. "However, amendment of Section 605 to eliminate
   a restriction which operates in practice to restrict
   the collection of intelligence required on the interest
   of national security, was definitely recommended
   by the joint congressional committee on the investigatio
   of the Pearl Harbor attack."

9. Principal reason why attempts to amend Section 605 a
   that such attempts regarded no attempts to legis
   2. Use 9 months I were stargay be evidence is presented,  
   3. Use 4 months I were stargay be evidence is presented,  
   4. Use 9 months I were stargay be evidence is presented,  
   5. Freedom I spread.
   6. For such village at natural w. ever long a
   person a. the J results thereby is presented.
   7. [Signature]
5272 submitted 16 Jan 1949 - referred to
Judiciary Committee don't know when 5 was
seen any

NOW LET'S DISCUSS S 2695, not for closed subject

In WTR's proposed bill to express:

amend Section 600 to read: 1) in order to
permit the 5 Gov't to exercise its rights under Article 2 of the
General Radioic Regulations annexed to the Telecommunications
Convention of Madrid 1927 (Paris Reciprocal 1927) to exercise its
rights under said international radio
communications

U 5 Gov't is necessary to both.

Article 24 Secrecy of Telecommunications - "The contracting
governments agree to take all the measures possible, with a
view to securing the secrecy of international correspondence, to
exercise within the application of their national legislation, or the
execution of international conventions, to submit the

1947 Convention of General Radio Regulations - Atlantic City

and subsequently has intended to 1947

Ref: Sec. 47. 1947, 1948 Article 3 Sec. 1 Sec. 37
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Section 31, 36